braid & flow
RACIALIZED VIOLENCE

Trees | Tear Gas | Social Media

10 to 11 a.m. on Thursday, June 18, 2020 AND 6 to 7:15 p.m. on Monday, June 22, 2020
RACIALIZED VIOLENCE, SESSION 1

- Intro - (10 minutes)
- Breakout Sessions (25 minutes)
  - Trees - Jelagat Cheruiyot
  - Tear Gas - Rebecca Snedeker
  - Social Media - Denise Frazier
- Breakout Sessions Share-outs (4-5 minutes each)
- Wrap-up and Creative Response reminder (5 minutes)
RACIALIZED VIOLENCE, SESSION 2
CREATIVE RESPONSE

Please share your pronouns and where you are in Chat!

- Welcome and Recap of Trees / Tear Gas / Social Media + Melatmidnight (15 minutes)
- Intro to Creative Response (5 minutes)
- Creative Response Time (25 minutes)
- One minute Share-outs (25 minutes)
- Wrap-up and Next Month (5 minutes)
Prompt: **Draw a tree.**

As witness.

As record.

As structure.

Create, document, and upload to shared Google folder!
Put **NAME** and **TITLE** in file name.
ABSENCE OF TREES
AT RAMPART + ST. ANDREW
EXCEPT IN THE FORM
OF UTILITY POLES. TREES
STRIPPED TO STRUCTURAL
FUNCTION.

CENTRAL CITY
NEW ORLEANS
Control Of Trees

Alex Kolker

This is a banana tree. It grows quickly and I'm always cutting it back.

The cypress tree in the background could live for a thousand more years if we are lucky.

This is an oak tree. I had to trim some branches this year, so that they would not fall on my house during a hurricane.

My neighbor cut down this beautiful and now all that is left is stub.

This is the Kolker family tree. We can be kinda hard to control.